Week 12

*Developing Content (extended blogging practice)*

*(Students 8th Blog Posts)*

- ICT Teacher checks if students have finished posting all previous blog posts and comments, and assists them in relation to any technical issues they may have.
- EFL Teacher checks if students have received the corrected versions of the texts for their 7th blog posts.
- ICT Teacher provides technical assistance to the students while posting the texts for their 7th blog posts.
- EFT Teacher assists students in creating contents for their 8th blog posts.
- Students finish posting their comments to other students’ blog posts, and prepare texts for their 8th blog posts.

- **Edmodo Assignment** - Week 12a: Students 8th Blog Posts

Students are encouraged to continue providing comments to other students’ blog posts independently, and to write a text on a word document for their 8th blog post. They should post the texts on Edmodo, to be checked and corrected. After they receive the corrected versions, they can post them onto their blogs.

*Filmmaking and Video Editing*

*(Pre-Production: Interview with the Students)*
- EFL Teacher guides students through the contents on the school’s blog for **Week 7 - Filmmaking**.

- ICT Teacher introduces students with the basic equipment for filmmaking.
  (Check out the resources 10.Filmmaking & 11.Filmmaking Guide on the school’s [padlet](#))

- Students build a storyboard for the video they will produce.

- Students practice various shots and angles with different cameras.

- EFL Teacher encourages students to practice their presentation skills, and prepare a short interview on the topic *Digital Literacy for EFL Students*.

- **Edmodo Assignment – Interview with the Students**
  Students are encouraged to participate in preparing the script for the video, which will be a short interview with all the participants in the Digital Literacy for EFL Students course, and it will be about:

  1. Why is Digital Literacy important for the 21st century students?
  2. What did they learn on the Digital Literacy for EFL Students course?
  3. Would they recommend it? Why?

Students should write their answers on a word document, and post them on Edmodo, to be checked and corrected. After they receive the corrected versions, they can prepare for the video interview.